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PRE-READING
The pre-reading phase in the study of a novel is
usually meant to prepare students to read fiction
in general and to acquaint students with some of
the facts and issues particular to the specific
work under study – especially any facts and
issues that may lie outside their experience. Of
the three books in the series, The Quest for the
Kid is probably the one that contains the most
“insider information,” and so we’ll provide
more activities relating to factual material than
we’ve put in the other two study guides.
FOR THOSE CLASSES WHO DID NOT FOLLOW THE STUDY
GUIDE FOR THE EXPLORERS: THE DOOR IN THE ALLEY,
PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE PRE-READING
ACTIVITIES IN THAT GUIDE BASED ON EXAMINING
EXPLORERS AND EXPLORERS ORGANIZATIONS THAT ARE
STILL PERTINENT TO THE EXPLORERS: THE RECKLESS
RESCUE.

Activity: We suggest some research into topics
that are featured in the novel so that the students
are familiar with them before they read about
them. Then, when the topics come up in class,
the students are ready for discussion. Form
groups of students and assign each group one of
the following topics to research and present to
the other members of the class. (You might

want to have the students wait to do their
presentations until the class gets to the relevant
spot in the novel so everyone can participate in
a discussion about how the topics relate to
what’s happening.)
(a) Stunt Acting. Among other things, the Kid
is a “stunt driver” in film and television. The
research in this area should answer questions
like
- Under what circumstances are stunt performers
used in a film?
- Some actors (e.g. Jackie Chan) perform their
own stunts, but most actors do not. Why not?
- Which other jobs are good training for stunt
performing?
- Why are “second unit directors” often
members of professional stunt organizations
themselves, even though they do not perform
stunts?
You may find useful information about these
and other issues on the internet at Google News,
and at www.stuntmen.com;
www.stuntwomen.com; www.csastunts.com;
and http://www.bobbyoresports.com/stuntdriving
(b) Acting Agents. Early in The Explorers: The
Quest for the Kid, Annalise, the Kid’s acting
agent and the agent of all the actors in the
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Edwardian manor house, plays an important
part. What does an acting agent do? If an acting
agent doesn’t have the welfare of his/her client
at heart, what can the agent do to take advantage
of the actor he or she represents?

Kid so that they may later teach the rest of the
class by sharing insights and examples. The
students, as individuals or in groups, focus on
just one of the questions below as they read the
novel.

(c) Stage Names. The Kid goes by several
different names in the novel. Why do people
who perform on stage and/or screen sometimes
adopt names other than the ones they were born
with? Give examples of performers who have
adopted “stage names.” In each case, why do
you think the people you mention have taken on
different names?

Note: One way of taking up the homework is to
allow all the students to take the first part of
each class to discuss their answers with the
other students doing their topic. Have each
group come up with one quotation or example
from the section under discussion that brings out
their point clearly. Have them put this on a
large piece of paper to place at the front of the
room and use it to lead a discussion on the topic.

(d) Los Angeles. The novel begins in Los
Angeles, California. Where in the USA is Los
Angeles? For what kinds of things is Los
Angeles famous all over the world? Is
Hollywood near Los Angeles or in Los
Angeles? Why is Los Angeles a good setting for
some of the wild and crazy events that happen
in the novel?
(e) Opera. What is the difference between a
stage play and an opera? What is the difference
between a “Broadway musical” and an opera?
Why does it take an opera singer many years of
practice and study to be ready to star in an
opera?

DURING-READING ACTIVITIES
As mentioned in the lead-up to the Pre-Reading
activities, fiction has two goals – to entertain
and to educate. While activities done during the
reading of the novel help to ensure that the
students are comprehending what’s happening
in the story, they also act as a basis for a deeper
understanding of the goals of entertaining and
educating. A good approach is to give students
the responsibility to make notes on particular
entertainment or educational features as they are
reading the The Explorers: The Quest for the

If you use the same sheet of paper every day, by
the end of the reading phase, each topic will
have a complete list that can be used for
summary, review and/or evaluation.
A. Entertain:
1. Humor – How does humor show up in the
The Explorers: The Quest for The Kid? Puns,
jokes, ridiculous characters and situations, etc.
What does humor add to the novel?
2. Mystery/Suspense – What difficult problems
that have no obvious solutions are there for the
reader to think about? What suspenseful event
or events have taken place that make the reader
wonder what will happen and how things will
turn out for the characters?
3. Action – Which scenes are filled with fastpaced (even frantic) movement, danger, etc.?
Which scene as slower-paced? As a reader, why
do you need some scenes with lots of action and
some scenes with very little?
4. Style and Structure – Style has to do with the
language choices a writer makes. Structure
concerns the ways in which the writer organizes
the readers’ experience so that that the events in
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the book (eventually) hang together, make sense
and lead somewhere important. The study
guides for the first two books in The Explorers
series ask questions about style. The first
question here does that too. The rest of the
questions are mainly about structure.
(a) The footnotes – In the first two Explorers
books, Adrienne Kress uses funny and often
silly footnotes for comic effect. She does that in
this third book as well. Are they as long as they
were in the other two books? Are there as
many? Do they occur as often? Do the answers
to these questions tell you anything about the
progress and/or the mood of the story in The
Explorers: The Quest for The Kid?
(b) The “job” of each book – Each of the first
two books dealt with locating just one member
of the Filipendulous Five. How is this book
different? How can you account for the
difference?
(c) “Planted” references – [SPOILER ALERT]
A “vial” is a small glass container for storing a
liquid. The Door in the Alley uses the word
“vial” three times (Chapters 19 and 20), and this
first book provides the explanation of how each
member of the Filipendulous Five came to have
a small vial of water around their neck. The
Reckless Rescue mentions the word only one
time (Chapter 10), without any explanation at
all, referring to the vial that Catherine carries.
Finally, in The Quest for the Kid, “vial” shows
up twice when The Kid is ready to leave the
hospital (Chapter 1) and four times, spread over
two pages (Chapter 51) when the vials are
finally used to save Sebastian’s life. How do
these really spread-out references to the vials of
water help the reader to be ready for the climax
of the whole trilogy?

1. Psychology/Character – Literature is about
what is involved in being human. One
remarkable human trait is that people change as
they grow in experience. See if you can find
quotations from the book that show characters –
especially main characters – behaving
differently from the way they used to behave.
(a) Lies. In the first two books, Sebastian
gradually changes from a meek, rule-obeying
young fellow into someone who sees the world
as too complex simply to follow the rules like a
“good boy.” In The Explorers: The Quest for
The Kid , he goes so far as to lie directly to Evie
about having phoned his parents and about his
parents having given him permission to keep
going on with his adventures. This is what the
book says at this point: “What had he done? It
was one thing to lie to bad guys, something he
had come to learn was occasionally necessary. .
. Even, well, to lie to himself if he needed to
make himself feel braver. Sometimes, as he was
slowly learning, lying wasn’t always so bad.” Is
he right about lies sometimes being necessary or
even self-encouraging?
(b) On the same subject, the book goes on, “But
there were certain lines that surely, surely
should never be crossed. And lying to a friend?
To Evie? That felt like a big no-no.” Why is
lying to a friend “a big no-no”? What’s wrong
with lying to a friend? How does Evie react
when, later in the book, Sebastian admits that he
lied to her? Why does she react that way? Is she
right? After all, “. . . she’d been the one to teach
him how to lie in the first place.”
(c) In Chapter 40, Evie learns that Alistair lied
about having been captured and threatened with
death. How does Evie react to learning that her
whole reason for searching the world for her
grandfather is the result of a lie? Why? Was
Alistair justified in his lie?

B. Educate:
2. Important Questions – Novels occasionally
cause readers to think about “the Big
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Questions.” “The Big Questions” in The Quest
for the The Kid revolve around examinations of
family, friendship and loyalty.
(a) How would you define “family”? What’s
the difference between “family” and “friends”?
(b) Which of the following fall into the category
of family and which are friends? Is there the
possibility of overlap between the two
categories? What links people the strongest?
Evie and her guardians
Evie and her grandfather
Sebastian and his parents
Doris and Mia
Ruby and Thom Walker
The Filendious Five
The members of The Explorers Society
(including Myrtle and Alejandro)
The Lost Boys
Evie and Sebastian
(c) What is loyalty and how do we decide who
deserves our loyalty? According to Alejandro,
Other people’s judgment, my judgment, does not
prove fact. But to trust in bad and good and
nothing in between is dangerous. Do not be
blind to facts. Do not be blind to loyalty. And do
not let loyalty blind you.
Evie’s immediate response to this is:
Loyalty.
Shifting loyalty.
She hadn’t thought about that.
……………………………….
See, that’s why families were so important,
because you always knew who had your back.
You always had someone even when other
people changed their minds and decided they
didn’t need you anymore.
On the submarine, Sebastian reasons,
He couldn’t fight it, could he? He had to go
along with everything. Just like everyone else
was doing. Even though it was

wrong….Sebastian had to stay and protect
himself and Evie. Even if she hated him right
now. Because there wasn’t anything else he
could do…
There was nothing he could do.
It was out of his hands now.
Until he could think of something else, that is.
Even though it felt impossible in this moment.
But he would.
He had to.
How do Evie’s and Sebastian’s thoughts on
loyalty fit with Alejandro’s speech to Evie about
loyalty?
(d) In Chapter 42, Evie and Sebastian have an
argument about Alistair. Evie tells Sebastian
that because Sebastian’s not her family, he’s no
one to her. Alistair seems to be defending
Sebastian when he tells Evie, “He’s not no one.”
Evie thinks Alistair means that Sebastian has
been a good friend to her, but instead Alistair
says, “He’s the key.”
i. What does this statement say about how
Alistair really feels about what’s important and
what his priorities are?
ii. Throuhout The Explorers, Evie imagines
what kind of person Alistair is. What’s the
difference between how she imagines him and
what he’s really like?

POST-READING ACTIVITIES
Suggested topics for class discussions or short
writing assignments:
1.The relationship between Evie and
Sebastian starts to get strained in this book
when Sebastian doesn’t tell Evie that he’s
thinking about going home and when he
doesn’t tell her he that he has lied about
talking to his parents. The strain shows up
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several more times in this book and gets
really bad starting in Chapter 42 almost until
the end. This may make some of the readers
feel uncomfortable because they have
become close to Evie and Sebastian and
don’t like the conflict that arises. It almost
makes the readers take sides for a while. Do
you feel that the author went too far in
creating this tense situation? Or do you feel
that Evie’s having to make a choice –
between loyalty to Sebastian or Alistair – is
an important part of the story?
2. a) After you read The Explorers – the door in
the alley, you were asked to say what an
explorer is and whether or not Evie and
Sebastian qualify as explorers according to your
definition. What do you think now?
b) What are the results of their explorations?
(To answer this question, make a list of what
each character set out to find and then decide
what they did find.)
3. (NOTE: THIS QUESTION IS A REPEAT
FROM THE EDUCATIONAL PACKAGE
FOR BOOK 2 OF THE EXPLORERS. YOU
MAY NOT WANT TO ASSIGN IT AGAIN
OR YOU MAY WANT TO HAVE THE
STUDENTS RE-READ THEIR PREVIOUS
ANSWER TO SEE IF THEY CAN UPDATE
IT WITH INFORMATION ABOUT EVENTS
THAT HAVE HAPPENED SINCE THEY
FIRST ANSWERED THE QUESTION.)
Many adults are fond of dismissing young
people’s ideas, opinions and efforts on the
grounds that children and teens are too
inexperienced to be helpful in solving serious
problems. After reading The Explorers series,
would you say that the author is one of these
dismissive adults? i. Provide examples from the
books to support your opinion. ii. Provide
examples from world or local news or from your
own experience that show what young people
can do to make a difference.
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